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There are so many things that we love at Grove Park - Pizza Tuesdays in The Hub, Mr Hardman
joining our whole School Council meetings and Miss Davies reading us stories in our weekly
assemblies. But the highlight of Spring 1 is always Children's Mental Health Week, which we build
towards for the half term and this year it was bigger and better than ever! Over the past few
years, and in light of a global pandemic, it has been incredibly important that we
educate the children and encourage conversations about mental health. The well-being of the
pupils at GP is our number one priority, if the children aren’t happy then the
staff aren’t happy and no-one would want that! This year’s theme was based
on the importance and understanding of growing together and, as always at
Grove Park, all the staff and children took the theme and ran with it,
applying it to everything we did, including a range of creative activities in
which to share thoughts, ideas and feelings through art, music, writing,
drama and much more.
Place2Be explains why this theme was chosen:- “Human beings change and

grow– we do it all the time and in many different ways. Physical growth is
easy to see as we grow from babies to children, teenagers to adults. But
growing emotionally is also an important part of our development. Things
that upset us when we were younger may no longer overwhelm us as we grow and learn to cope
with life’s ups and downs. Challenges and set-backs can help us to grow and adapt. Trying new
things can help us to move beyond our comfort zone into a new realm of possibility and potential.
However, emotional growth is often a gradual process that happens over time, and sometimes we
might feel a bit ‘stuck’. At these times we are reminded of how much we need others in our lives
to help us to keep growing. We need our parents and carers, our teachers, our friends and others
to support us to grow, especially when things get tough. We often need others
to help us to believe in ourselves, to keep going, and to try doing things a bit
differently. Even when we have experienced really difficult challenges in our
lives, with the right support, we can continue to grow and flourish.”
Mr Hibbert, drew this beautiful tree and we think it is
a great symbol of what this week means to us. The
tree (as always) is an integral part of our logo, our
ethos, vision and values at Grove Park, with roots
and growth at the centre.
To all the adults who give so much of themselves
every day to ensure that our children have the best
possible start in life THANK YOU, your
impact on the young minds in your care is
invaluable!

This half term’s newsletter is dedicated to ‘Growing
Together’ showing some of the ways that at Grove
Park we have learnt, played and worked together supporting each other along the way. We have
certainly faced some of our biggest challenges together in recent years and we
will continue to grow together for many, many more years to come!
UPCOMING EVENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Thursday 3rd March - World Book Day
W/B Monday 7th March - Travelling Book Fair
Friday 18th March - Open Morning (work celebration) in class for parents 9:00 to 9:40
Friday 18th March - Red Nose Day/Comic Relief
W/B Monday 28th March - Virtual Parents Evening Meetings
GR O V E P A R K P R I M A R Y

~ I NS P I R I NG E A C H O TH ER ~

There are so many things that make Grove Park such a great place in which to learn
and grow – School Council (whose amazing work often features in these newsletters) is
one of the very special ingredients of our school! Last year, at one of our meetings, we
were able to hear all about each other’s lockdown experiences. Through the mature and articulate
voices of each class representative, we were able to build an understanding of the positive and
negative aspects of that very strange time! It was so poignant to learn that assemblies (not the ones
where Miss Davies was on the screen again!) were missed by many of us – we had perhaps taken this
very normal and regular part of the school day for granted! Even more significant was the fact that,
due to our ‘bubbles’, some of our youngest Grove Parkers did not know what was even meant by an
“assembly in the hall”! What could this strange and alien event be? This half-term, we have been able
to have more assemblies as restrictions have eased further – how wonderful it is to be together in
larger groups to reflect, learn, empathise and celebrate! We have loved welcoming Reception to our Thursday assemblies over
the past few weeks too (they listen beautifully)! The word ‘assembly’ quite literally means: “a group of people gathered
together in one place for a common purpose” and our Key Stage assemblies are definitely a chance for us to be together and
grow together. Miss Davies loves seeing all of Key Stage 1 on Tuesdays and Fridays and Key Stage 2 on Wednesdays and
Thursdays. Our classes and year groups are very important to us, but we are also all part of the bigger GP family and
assemblies are one of the few times that we get to be with our friends and role
models in other year groups. Assemblies are a time to feel united in our school
values and think about our diversity as a community – these messages are so
important to hear together! During Spring 1, we have celebrated and
commemorated some very important events, including: Holocaust Memorial Day,
Chinese New Year and Burns Night. We were enthralled to hear about this
important Scottish Holiday (which Miss Hart Winks loves celebrating) and also
about the inspirational work of the poet, Robert Burns. We have also remembered
the life and writing of Anne Frank in one of our Spring 2 assemblies. When we learn about inspirational people in our Key
Stages, we leave thinking about them together, feeling united in our
admiration for them. On January 13th it was ‘Make Your Dreams
Come True Day’ and this fitted perfectly with our school PSHE
theme of ‘Dreams & Goals’ – the hall was a silent sea of respect as
we listened with awe to the life stories of Malala Yousafzai and
Marcus Rashford. Not so silent are the days when Miss Davies
announces the week’s winning House and the cumulative results –
sorry for the loud cheering Miss Rodrigues, we are just so proud and
excited each week to hear the results!! The photo here shows the
range of emotions felt when the points are announced!
Stories are loved deeply at GP and we use assemblies to become completely immersed in them and it is so important that we
can all hear the same messages together. A firm favourite this half-term has been ‘Cyril and Pat’ a story of true friendship
and ‘Fortunately, Unfortunately’ a reminder that there is good in every situation. Perhaps that is exactly what happened
during lockdown when everyday things were taken away from us – we realised how important
they were and now assemblies are back that is exactly what has happened. Miss Davies is the
proudest Headteacher in the world (literally the world) during and
after every assembly – each story, life, event and celebration is
respected and listened to beautifully and she can almost see the
children growing emotionally during each assembly! She is also
completely indebted to Aiden and Mubarak who are the
technology experts and make sure all of the presentations are on
the screen! We are looking forward to using our assemblies to ‘be
together and grow together’ even more next half-term.

Families eligible for free school meals will be receiving a voucher over the half term holiday. This will be distributed by email
on Monday 14th February through Wonde. If you don’t receive your voucher please email info@grovepark.hounslow.sch.uk
and we will reply as soon as possible.
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This half-term we turned our minds to providing some well
deserved ‘thank-yous’ to the staff at Grove Park. The aim
being to provide them with a moment of relaxation within a
very busy week. One thank you came from the Governors,
who delivered a coffee truck from Lou
www.scottiescoffee.co.uk on the morning of the 19th
January, providing a hot drink and a tasty treat for all of the
staff. The fresh coffee had rave reviews and the smell floated
through the school all morning. Lou’s treats were a
delight (as always) and provided the perfect sugar hit to
get through the day. Not only did this increase staff wellbeing # mental health, but it was also just incredibly kind!
The following week staff had a couple of extra minutes in
bed as Mr Hardman made a huge variety of salads for
lunch, so no packed lunches were needed! What a treat:
rice salad, potato salad, coleslaw, couscous, tomato and
cucumber salad… the list went on. A huge thank you to all
who contributed! What a lovely, supportive team at
‘Growth Park’.
It has been a short half term but what a lot our fabulous School Council Team 1 have achieved in such a
short space of time! Our very first important task was to decide how Grove Park School might celebrate its
70th Platinum Anniversary!
Miss Davies and Mr Hardman joined us for this special discussion and we were very
excited to discover we were going to be witnessing the unique opening of the
Grove Park Time Capsule from 2014. Mr Hardman kindly – and secretly! –
shared the contents with us just in case we thought about this as an idea. In
fact, children in Years 1, 3 and 4 all mentioned a time capsule as a way to
mark our special year. Other ideas included permanent features in school, such
as a commemorative bench, a photograph of the whole school or a giant
collage. We also discussed the possibility of a whole school 1950’s street party in the playground
with party hats and crackers. The staff will now think carefully about all these ideas and report back to the children and
School Council.
Our second special task in this half term was to welcome Ruth Cadbury, our local Member of Parliament. Ruth last came to
see us in 2018, so it was particularly lovely to have such an important visitor back in our school and fantastic to have an
opportunity to ask Ruth questions that might affect us and our local area. All the classes put forward questions for Ruth and
the School Council created a wonderfully broad shortlist. The children were keen to ask Ruth about local issues concerning
homelessness, recycling, reducing the use of plastic, restrictions on local roads and the possible return of the Beat the Streets
initiative, encouraging walking, running and cycling in the area. We also asked Ruth about life as an MP and her thoughts on
Boris Johnson and his parties! Ruth told us lots about the House of Commons and her day-to-day life, as well as what she
manages to do in her spare time after her busy day. Ruth also kindly gave us her thoughts on our House names, just in case
we wanted to create any new ones. The School Council team were outstanding, representing Grove Park brilliantly. They all
listening beautifully and posed their questions very professionally. We are very proud of them
all. We are sure Ruth was very impressed with the whole school, particularly after such a
detailed tour, conducted by the Year 6 School Council Team – thanks go to Tessa, Tom,
Rachel, Audrey and Harrison – and huge thanks to
the whole of School Council Team 1. Particular
thanks also go to Rachel, our School Council
Secretary for taking SO many notes!
What a fabulous first School Team for 2021-22.
We will really miss you! Hopefully you have inspired
others to represent their classes on School Council.
We cannot wait to meet the next team after half
term.
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Nursery have been learning about Traditional Tales. One of the stories we
listened to was Goldilocks and the Three Bears. We had lots of fun hearing the well-known tale of the greedy Goldilocks who broke into the bears’
house to eat their porridge, sit on their chairs and even sleep in their beds!
We have been thinking about how the porridge bowls, chairs and beds got
bigger in size to match baby bear, mummy bear and daddy bear. Thinking
of the bear family and how they grow together has prompted us to think
about our own families and how we are all growing, changing and
learning fun and interesting things each and every day.
We loved playing with the small
world play in the bears house,
with the bear puppets. We also had a go at decorating our
own bears using collage materials and glue and practised our
scissor skills by cutting out and sticking together the house
for the bears. Such fun!

This half term, Reception Willow class have been learning about Chinese New Year. Firstly, we used
a map of the world to find the country of China. Seeing how many countries there are in the world
and talking about where we and our families come from, has helped us to celebrate our differences
and learn that we grow together as a class, as a school, as a community, as a country and as a
world.
We have learnt that Chinese New Year is centred
around removing the bad and the old and welcoming
the good and the new. Chinese New Year signals the
beginning of Spring and the start of a new year
according to the Chinese lunar
calendar. To celebrate, we wrote
our own wishes and made tigers, as
this year is the year of the tiger.
Then we used the musical
instruments and material to make a
dragon dance outside. Finally, we
practised using chopsticks- that was
tricky but fun!
Reception Chestnut class have also been learning about Traditional Tales. One well-known story we have been inspired by is
‘Jack and the Beanstalk’. Jack trades his cow for some beans, which his mum is not very happy about, but the beans grow
into a big, green, tall beanstalk. This has linked well with our theme of ‘Growing Together’ for Mental Health week. We have
been learning about all the things a seed needs to grow. We planted our own beans and have been taking care of them to
help them to grow. We learnt that seeds need water, soil and sunlight to be able to grow into a strong, healthy plant. We
have had so much fun caring for our beans and watching them grow together as a class!
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In Year 1 Holly, we have been talking about our dreams and goals as well as
discussing the meaning of the word success. We decided to write down what
successes we have already achieved this year and wrote them
down on a special piece of paper. These are now kept in a
treasure chest in our classroom! We decided that sometimes our
goals are hard to achieve, we might face problems but we always
manage to find solutions. In teams, we were then set a goal by
Miss Taylor to make a cucumber sandwich! We talked about
some of the different obstacles and how we could get past them.
To finish off our wonderful lesson, we had to pass Maltesers from
one cup to another using straws. It was very tricky and lots of us
dropped them. But we cheered each other on and felt proud once
we completed our challenge.

Our science topic for this half term has been all about the changing seasons and the
different types of weather. Throughout the year, we see different habitats, plants and
animals grow depending on what season it is! In Beech class, we have looked at how
the weather changes from season to season. We talked about how the temperature
changes and the types of weather that are common during
summer and winter. We were even given a challenge
question: Can you build a snowman in the summer?
Miss Nsiah then gave us a special task of becoming
weather reporters. In teams, we rehearsed our lines and
presented our own weather report to the class! It certainly
has felt sunny and warm in Beech class this Spring 1 half-term, even if it has been freezing cold
outside!

At Grove Park, we love making connections with our local community, as well as growing our
understanding of the wider world. One way in which we are doing this is through our Religious
Education (RE) curriculum.
One area of our Religious Education curriculum we are developing this year is providing opportunities
for our pupils to visit the vast array of places of worship that we have in Chiswick.
As a school, we believe there is no better way for our children to grow their knowledge and
understanding of how people of different faiths and world views live, than by experiencing these
faiths first-hand. By doing this, the pupils get a chance to learn, to question and to reflect.
This half-term, Year 1 visited Chiswick Methodist Church,
where they grew their understanding of what features you
might find in a church and what Christians believe Jesus can
teach us about being a good friend.
After completing a treasure hunt for some of the
features of the church, the children then had a chance
to reflect on was they thought being a good friend
was. They learnt about how Christians believe Jesus
was generous, trusted and helpful to his friends, and
that these are qualities that can help all of us grow
further friendships in the future.
It was so lovely to have the chance to take our
learning out of the classroom, and we look forward to
learning more about people of different faiths and
world views in the future!
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In keeping with the theme of ‘growing together’ as part of Children’s Mental Health
Week and linking our art topic of collage, Year 2 Maple have been busy creating some
wonderful Hot Air Balloon collages. We love that hot air balloons represent reaching
the stars and sky, similar to how we can all reach our goals and dreams. Using a paper
plate and different coloured tissue paper, as well as other materials including cellophane, we
designed and created colourful contrasting hot air balloons to decorate our classroom. We spent two
lessons creating these and at the end of the first lesson looked at our own (and each other’s) to
discuss what had gone well and what we could make even better! We listened to calming music and
had to really think about the patterns on each part. It was very mindful and we can’t wait to see
them all up on display!

In Year 2 Cedar, our key words for Spring 1 have been ‘team work’. We have been focusing on the importance of working
together and that we can achieve our goals with the other children in our class. In a recent PSHE lesson, Year 2 Cedar were
set a tricky challenge by Miss Heard to create the tallest tower possible using only marshmallows and spaghetti. Don’t worry
the children weren’t eating Marshmallow Bolognese-that sounds like something out of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory! In
teams, Year 2 had to communicate well with one another, making sure they shared possible ideas but most importantly
listened to their teammates. Can you believe that of the creations were even taller than some of the children in the class! We
loved this lesson and thoroughly enjoyed looking at each other’s designs. We have continued to put our team working skills
into practice throughout all we do at Grove Park!

It was Year 2 Cedar’s turn to join Miss Taylor for their Outdoor
Learning Lessons this half-term! They were bug hunting, taking part
in the Great Cedar bake-off, creating nature art inspired by Andy
Goldsworthy, and even making magic wands, which were later used
to help them cast some spells! It has been lots of fun, and the
children have worked very hard during these sessions. A key part of
our Outdoor Learning sessions is working as a team, and Cedar
Class has definitely grown as a class in these lessons so that they
can listen to one another’s ideas and, as a result, make some wonderful creations!
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For our first PSHE Day of 2022, Year 3 Hazel explored the theme “Dreams and Goals”. We began by thinking about what our
life goals are and broke this goal down into the manageable steps we could take to get there – for example, if our life goal is
to become a doctor, we would have to work hard at school, do some relevant work experience and then go to university to
get a medical degree. We then looked at obstacles that might get in our way on our journey to achieving our life goal and
thought about which of these obstacles were our responsibility and which might be someone else’s. We looked at ways we
could overcome obstacles and in order to fully understand this, we played the game “The Floor Is
Lava” in groups, collaborating and working as a team towards a
common goal – for the whole group to cross
the football pitch (without touching the
ground!) with nothing more than 3 pieces of
A3 paper and each other. There were lots of
obstacles along the way – like the wet floor
ripping our A3 paper into smaller pieces and
having to start again if one of our team
members touched the lava! But we overcame
these obstacles and achieved our goal,
growing together and having lots of fun!
This half-term Year 3 Aspen have been growing as a class to learn new methods during maths. We started with the formal
method for multiplication and were amazed by how it helped us solve trickier sums efficiently! It was challenging at first, but
we got the hang of it in the end, and we even answered some tricky word problems that required this method. Then, we
moved on to the bus stop method for division. We were a little confused at first because we used grouping instead of sharing
to help us solve our sum. However, we knew that we could do it if we tried really hard. By the end of the topic, we were ‘bus
stop method superstars’, and now we can even divide 3 digit numbers! We really blossomed this half-term, and we can’t wait
to continue to grow as a class and learn new ways of doing things throughout the year!

Year 4 Birch have had a wonderful start to the New Year and, for our first PSHE day we explored the theme of ‘Dreams and
Goals’. As a class, we discussed the goals and dreams that we have already achieved in our lifetime, as well as what we would
like to work towards for the future. We thought about the support network that we have, both at home and at school, that
could support us in achieving our goals. As a class, we created a ‘Growing Dreams and Goals’ flower garden, celebrating the
dreams that we have for the future. By creating a class flower garden we were able to celebrate how dreams and goals are
unique to each person, whilst also discovering that some of us had the same wishes and
aspirations, such as
becoming a teacher
or a vet! We have
our flower garden on
display in the
classroom, reminding
us of what we are
w o rk i ng t ow ar d s
throughout the year
and beyond!
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Studying ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ this half-term has given Year 4 Pine a wonderful
opportunity to grow in our knowledge of the works of Shakespeare (we will be so well-prepared
for secondary school!). The characters change and develop, as do their multi-layered
connections! To build our understanding of the play and its (many, many) fascinating
complexities, we have participated in a range of different lessons and completed a variety of
associated tasks. Our knowledge and grasp of the play’s amazing plot has been developed
through reading, watching and correctly sequencing the main events of the story, performing
freeze frames for key scenes, designing a comic strip version of the drama as well as planning
and writing our own synopses of A Midsummer Night’s Dream! More recently, we have been
delving deeper into the characters to explore their roles and relationships. This had led us to creating character webs (which
grew and grew and grew!), a ‘Fakebook’ social media profile for the mischievous Puck and practising using ‘show not tell’ in
our writing. Year 4 Pine class are particularly proud of the hard work and effort they put into writing setting descriptions for
a mystical forest, similar to the one found in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. These setting descriptions are now complete
and displayed for everyone’s reading pleasure in our
classroom…even Miss Davies and Miss Rodrigues were
captivated by the quality of our writing! We look forward to
continuing our learning journey and literary growth with A
Midsummer Night’s Dream in Spring 2, where more
adventure and magic awaits!

Growing Together has been a key theme of learning for the pupils in Hawthorn during Spring 1. We
have been working hard within our Art lessons this half-term, perfecting and developing the skill of
Collage. Using Victoria Topping and Maria Rivens as inspiration, we created
our very own collaged self-portraits, thinking carefully about the composition
and layering of our piece. As part of our PSHE topic of ‘Dreams and Goals’,
Year 5 thought about what their dreams are for their futures. As part of
this, the children researched their chosen careers and considered the steps
they would need to take in order to reach that goal. Finally, the pupils
wrote letters to themselves in 10 years’ time, describing what they hope to
achieve in that time and what they would like their lives to be like.. We
were so impressed by the variety of dreams the children have and can’t
wait to watch them achieve them in their future – we know that with their
trademark hard work and determination, anything is possible!

Sycamore class have been thoroughly enjoying the start to 2022; exploring everything from the Greeks to
Romeo and Juliet and fractions, while spending as much time outside as possible! We worked
together in groups to scavenge for Greek ingredients, before extending and growing our knowledge of the
cuisine, thinking about how we could use the ingredients in imaginative ways to create a menu (such as
grinding wheat into flour). However, by far what we have loved the most is thinking about the family
conflicts and dynamics of the Houses of Verona (Montague and Capulet) and how we must use tone,
facial expressions and body language to express feelings. These dramatic interpretations (especially of the
scene where Tybalt and Mercutio die!) have allowed us to explore how we can better help our peers and
classmates understand how we might be feeling. This has also been a fantastic and unique way for us to
discuss what
appropriate
reactions to
situations might
be and what
assistance might
be of help,
enabling use to mature and grow
together as a class.
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This half-term, Year 6 Elder have been on a journey of discovery,
learning all about how computer programs work and even
programming our own software in our Computing lessons.
Using our new Computing platform, Purple Mash, we have been growing our
knowledge and understanding of how different functions help manipulate objects and
actions in computer software. So far, we have learnt
to produce our own road crossing game, complete
with buttons to control each of the characters. We
will be developing our understanding of making
playable games, which are dependent on specific
inputs and actions, in order to make our own football game. We can’t wait! We are loving
using Purple Mash, and together have seen us improve in our problem solving and debugging
abilities, as well as growing skills which will be crucial for lots of possible future careers.

In Year 6 Oak, we took the idea of ‘growing together’ to heart during our recent PSHE day,
where we reflected on what our dreams and goals for the future might be.

We began the day thinking of issues in the world that we would like to tackle, and we
agreed that, through working together, change can happen. We looked at examples of
tackling hunger, homelessness and the climate crisis which filled us with hope for a
better future to come.
Following this, we then reflected on our aspirations and dreams, which is
especially significant with us being so close to the end of
our time at Grove Park. We discussed the meaning of
some of our dreams, and how it is good to pursue a dream,
even though they might not always become reality.
To conclude our day, we learnt about how Native Americans
viewed dreams as being sacred, and a way of connecting the
past and the future. We made our very own dream catchers
together as a class, with the aim of helping us to remember
the importance of holding onto and pursuing our dreams.
This week was especially busy as we came to the end of Mental Health Week. Each
year, we always try to do a whole school activity and this week all children were given
a hot air balloon tile to design. The hot air balloons represent reaching the sky and
reaching our goals. But most importantly reminds us that we can help each other to
grow and reach our dreams.
Guardian Angels are also a tradition for this special week. At Grove Park we have our
values of Trust, Respect, Empathy and Enthusiasm. This isn’t just about how we
approach our learning but how we are towards the adults and our class mates. Kindness should be
sprinkled everywhere! So that we can spread a little extra kindness during mental health week, every
child was matched with another child in their class that they needed to make feel extra special. In theory, this should be kept
a secret but as you can all imagine, the excitement of this meant that for some the secret was out in
minutes! We saw children going that extra mile and all being guardian angels. Whether that be just
saying good morning or asking someone to play with them, you certainly felt a little extra magic at
Grove Park in the last week before the half term break.

Last year we introduced Dress to Express Friday, a day and opportunity for
children to celebrate being unique individuals. It was such an enjoyable event that
it seemed silly to not bring it back for a second year running! Music played in the
morning as children entered the gates and we even had an afternoon playground
parade in which all the children had an opportunity to strut their stuff down the
football pitch. Safe to say, we have some catwalk models in the making and we
certainly had some members of staff that took Dress to Express to new heights!
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Just like the branches of our tree logo, we are dedicated to aspiration and 'upward growth' at Grove Park,
and we are also passionate about 'outward growth'. This includes knowing how important it is to contribute
to our local and global community. It meant so much to receive a letter from the Foodbank this half-term.
We would like to thank all of our GP families once again for all their Harvest contributions - they have clearly made such a
difference to the work of this charity.

13th January 2022

Dear Students, Teachers, Staff, and Parents of Grove Park Primary School,
I’m writing on behalf of the volunteers and trustees to thank you for your donations to FoodBox.
The last two years have been such an extraordinary time for everyone. At FoodBox our volunteers
have provided 7-day food parcels across the London Borough of Hounslow to support nearly
16,000 adults and children during the pandemic to the end of 2021 – well over 300,000 meals.
That’s a lot of food!
We are constantly needing to re-stock our shelves with the core items that go into food parcels
including milk, tinned meat, fish and vegetables and that’s why your support, and that of likeminded members of our community, is needed more than ever. Without it we would not be able
to offer support to so many who through an unfortunate set of circumstances find it impossible to
provide for themselves and their close family.
At Christmas, in addition to providing regular food parcels, we also provided hampers to families
who really appreciated a little extra help at this time of year. The hampers included food for a
Christmas meal, some treats for all the family and presents for the children.
Thanks to you and your donations, many families in Hounslow had something to brighten their
Christmas this year.
Yours sincerely

Philip Jones
Treasurer & Secretary
Hounslow Community FoodBox, Brickfield Community Centre, Brickfield Close, Brentford TW88JN
Registered Charity No: 1170666
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Friends of Grove Park Primary PTA Update
It’s half term! Things are starting to look up - improvements in the weather, reductions in covid rates, the
world seems to be opening up a little more again and much closer to home, the yummy snack sales are
back ON!

Highlights so far this year
We’ve not been able to do too much fund raising this term so far, but after a short pause to prevent the further spread of the
Omicron covid strain, the re-commencement of snack sales has proven to be as popular as ever. Thank you to all of the nursery,
reception and year 1 parents for their help in baking and selling such delicious cakes and other snacks.
We have now raised nearly £11,000 so far this year. That’s wonderful news and we are so grateful for everyone who has helped
us so far. We still have a long way to go to meet our target of £25,000 for the year but we are excited about what is coming up in
the next few months.

Returning after half term
We are now starting to turn our attention to organising events after the half term break. Firstly, our first pre-loved clothing sale
of the year will be on the first Friday after half term – Friday 25th February.
So, what social events are coming up in March and April? Well, the quiz night is always popular and a lot of fun, but we have a
few other ideas that could be lots of fun too! Here’s a few options we are exploring:

Quiz Night – the return

Bingo and curry night

A black-tie night at the Steam Packet

Race night (horse racing via the school!)

So, who better to ask than you – our lovely Grove Park community! We’ve created a link for you to vote on the options that you
like the most…and we’d love to hear of any ideas that YOU have which would be fun and engaging and which would help make
money for the school. Please get in touch with ptagroveparkprimary@gmail.com or ping Richard on 07815 755153.
A new Friends of Grove Park logo
We’ve recently been working on a design of a new logo for the Friends of Grove Park Primary. Why do we need a new logo?
Well, as we try to build more relationships with the local community, we want a logo which promotes the diversity of our school
and highlights the importance of our partnerships with the local community. We aren’t branding experts but we like our new
designs and hope you do too! You can vote for the logo you want here. The deadline for voting is next Friday 18th February.

Want to help?
If you have feedback, would like to get involved or want to explore what volunteering might mean, then get in touch. Please
write to ptagroveparkprimary@gmail.com, contact your class rep, or message Richard on 07815 755153 or Adriana on 07446
357911.
If you would like to make a one off or monthly donation to the Friends of Grove Park Primary PTA then just click the link below.
You can Gift Aid your donations now too! https://www.peoplesfundraising.com/donation/friends-of-grove-park-pta
Have a wonderful half term break with your family and thanks once again for all your fantastic support.

Richard Grant
Chair
of the Friends of Grove Park Primary PTA
VO L U M E 3 , IS SU E 3
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Grove Park Primary School
Calendar of Events – Spring Term 2 - 2022
Week beginning

Monday 14th Feb

HALF TERM

Monday 21 Feb

Mon 21st to Fri 25th Feb: Y5 Hawthorn Bikeability Training
Fri 25th Feb: Extra play for winning House
Fri 25th Feb: Pre-loved uniform sale in the hall @ 15:00

Monday 28 Feb

READING WEEK
Mon 28th to Fri 4th Mar: Y5 Sycamore Bikeability Training
Tues 1st Mar: Pancake Sale after school (Year 6 parents)
Thurs 3rd Mar: World Book Day

Monday 7 Mar

TRAVELLING BOOK FAIR (Mon – Thurs)
Fri 11th Mar: Parent Workshop - Managing stress in children & Zones of Regulation 9:30 – 10:30 via
Zoom. Led by Jo Lovatt and Lizzie Potter (Specialist Speech and Language Therapist) - this workshop
will be recorded

st

th

th

Monday 14th Mar

Mon 14th Mar: Living Eggs arrive in Year 1
Wed 16th Mar: Parent Workshop – Y2 SATS @ 17:00 via Zoom. Led by Miss Arnaouti – this
workshop will be recorded
Fri 18th Mar: Comic Relief/Red Nose Day
Fri 18th Mar: Open Morning (work celebration) for parents in classrooms 9:00 to 9:40 *subject to

change in line with current Covid guidance

Monday 21 Mar

YR 6 MOCK SATS (Mon – Thurs)
Fri 25th Mar: Prospective Nursery 2022 - Open Morning @ 9:15
Fri 25th Mar: Year 1 Trip to Hounslow Urban Farm
Fri 25th Mar: Year 4 Trip to Barnes Wetland Centre

Monday 28th Mar

VIRTUAL PARENTS EVENING MEETINGS
Wed 30th Mar: Year 3 Trip to a Buddhist Vihara
Thurs 31st Mar: Easter EGGS-hibition!
Thurs 31st Mar: Mufti Day £1 - Y6 Production Fundraising
Fri 1st Apr: Toy Day - Last day of term @ 13:30

st

END OF TERM: Return to school Tuesday 19th April

Term Dates 2021/2022
Spring Term 2022
TERM DATES

Tuesday, 4th January – Friday, 1st April 2022

HALF TERM

Monday, 14th February – Friday, 18th February 2022

EASTER HOLIDAYS

Monday, 4th April to Monday, 18th April 2022

Summer Term 2022
TERM DATES

Tuesday, 19th April – Thursday, 21st July 2022

HALF TERM

Monday, 30th May – Friday, 3rd June 2022

* Bank Holiday

Monday, 2nd May 2022

* Inset Day

Thursday, 21st July 2022
*Inset Day - school closed

